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FOREWORD 
This thesis represents research performed for the Energy Systems Division 
of the u.s. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (USA-CERL) located 
in Champaign, Illinois. The research conducted at the Laboratory includes the 
area of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning· technology. The Laboratory 
HVAC Test Facility operated by the Division provides the basis for this work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes a study of the problem of digital static pressure 
control in a Variable Air Volume (VAV) Heating, Ventilating, and Air 
Conditioning (HVAC) system. 
Consider Fig. 1.1 which illustrates a typical single duct VAV HVAC system. 
The temperature of the conditioned air (T ) is controlled by the cold deck 
ao 
control loop which modulates the chilled water flow through the cooling coil. 
The supply air is circulated throughout the system by means of a fan. The 
supply air is a mixture of return and fresh air controlled by the mixing box 
control loop and provides for system ventilation requirements and economic 
operation based on relative air temperatures. In a VAV system, each zone air 
flow is modulated in accordance with the temperature needs of the zone (based on 
thermal loading) via the zone temperature control loop volume dampers. Zone 
supply air reheat is provided if necessary. 
The concept of static pressure control represents an energy conservation 
measure which is implemented on VAV HVAC systems. The purpose of static 
pressure control is to maintain constant static pressure (Pd) at some represen-
tative point in the air supply duct. Since the total air flow being handled by 
the system supply fan must equal the sum of the individual zone air flows, the 
uncontrolled fan assumes operation according to the fan laws alone. For lower 
volume system demands, the fan develops static pressure in excess of that 
required to deliver the necessary flow rate of the system. The zone dampers are 
throttled to reduce the air flow still further in order to overcome the higher 
static pressure, resulting in higher noise levels and excessive pressure, thus 
possibly damaging the ductwork [1]. 
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Figure 1.1. Single duct VAV HVAC control system. N 
Fan motor energy is essentially wasted in the sense that the fan could 
assume an operating point that consumes less energy if static pressure control 
were provided. 
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The method of static pressure control used in this study involves the use 
of a variable speed AC motor drive applied to the fan motor. Duct static 
pressure is regulated by means of fan speed control. An electronic static 
pressure transducer senses the duct static pressure, the output of which is read 
by a microcomputer controlled data acquisition system. Included in the system 
is a voltmeter, D/A converter, timing pulse generator, and universal counter all 
controlled by a microcomputer which serves as a digital controller/data logger. 
The microcomputer outputs control responses to the D/A converter which provides 
a 0-10 VDC signal that is input to the AC motor drive. The universal counter is 
not utilized for control purposes but for measuring fan speed. 
The goal of this work is - to develop understanding of the problem of static 
pressure control in a real world HVAC system. Digital control is utilized which 
represents an effort to gain experience with the technology and study its appli-
cation in the static pressure loop. 
Presented in this paper is a discussion and derivation of the system com-
ponent models. Experimental testing is utilized at the component level so that 
the models can be developed and verified. The concept of digital control is 
discussed, modeled, and implemented into the closed-loop system formulation. 
Experimental closed-loop dynamic performance is also demonstrated for various 
controller parameters which provides a basis for determining appropriate param-
eter selection for an actual field installation. The system is also simulated 
on the computer and comparisons are made between the simulations and the experi-
mental responses. While the computer simulation is specific to the HVAC Test 
Facility, it affords the opportunity to study a system of arbitrary charac-
teristics. 
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
2.1. HVAC Test Facility 
A diagram of the HVAC Test Facility used is shown in Fig. 2.1. Only the 
systems and instrumentation relevant to the static pressure control loop are 
included. (Dolan provides a complete facility description [2).) It should be 
pointed out that the system employs a dual duct configuration (not shown). The 
cold deck is blocked at the cooling coil output and the system is operated as a 
single duct system. Venturia provide measurement of individual zone (sum of hot 
and cold decks) and total hot deck air flows. Hot deck static pressure is 
measured at the end of a long straight section of duct preceding a Y that feeds 
zones one and two. Hot deck VAV dampers remain closed in zones three and four 
for the duration of the work to simplify the ductwork modeling. Zone dampers 
one and two are operated manually to simulate the action of the zone temperature 
control loop. 
Each element of the static pressure control loop is discussed separately. 
The physical "cause and effect'' relationships for modeling purposes are based on 
established physical principles, manufacturer data, as well as empirical data. 
Table 2.1 lists the variables and constants used. 
2.2. Variable Speed AC Motor Drive 
The variable speed AC motor drive provides variable frequency power for an 
AC motor. A constant speed motor normally driven with 60 Hz power is converted 
into a variable speed motor. The motor drive data provided by the manufacturer 
is given in Table 2.2. 
The unit provides constant volts per hertz control which results in maximum 
available torque from the motor at each frequency setting [3]. Thi$ idealizing 
assumption implies that the motor torqu~speed characteristic remains unchanged 
under adjustable frequency control. See Fig. 2.2. Experimental 4ata is 
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TABLE 2.1 
SYSTEM VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS 
Name Description Value Units 
VR Duct SP set point (1) v 
Vm Measured duct SP (1) v 
e Error (1) v 
Vc PI controller out (1) v 
Q Flow rate (1) m3/s 
BHP Fan brake horsepower (1) w 
FSP Fan static pressure (1) Pa 
pd Duct static pressure (1) Pa 
Te Electrical torque (1) N-m 
Tf Fan torque (1) N•m 
Ws Motor sync. speed (1) rad/s 
CAlm Motor speed (1) rad/s 
<Alf Fan speed (1) rad/s 
Kp Proportional gain (1) 
Kr Integral gain (1) 
Kc AC motor drive gain 18.85 rad/s/V 
Km Motor Atorque/Aslip 7.768 N em./rad/s 
Kb Pulley diameter ratio 0.862 
Kh Fan torque-speed const •. (1) N•m/{rad/s~2 
Ks Fan SP-speed const. {1) Pa/{rad/s) 
Kf Fan SP-flow const. (1) Pa/(m3/s)2 
K1 Supply duct const. 50.89 Pa/(m3/s)2 
K2 Return duct const. 11.64 Pa/(m3/s)2 
Td Ductwork T 0.2 s 
Tt Tubing T 0.68 s 
K SP transducer gain 0.020093 V/Pa 
Jt Motor moment of inertia 0.0190 kg m2 m 
Jf Fan moment of inertia 0.337 kg m2 
J Total J {motor axis) 0.2694 kg m2 
B Frictional damping (est.) 0.006 N•m/rad/s 
(1) Variables and constants subject to change. 
TABLE 2.2 
AC MOTOR DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS 
Output voltage: 
Output frequency: 
Phase: 
Horsepower: 
Speed command: 
Air-gap 
torque T max , breakdown torque 
0.5 w0 
0-460 VAC 
0-60 Hz 
3 
10 
0-10 VDC 
{0 •nominal 
supply frequency 
[3] 
Figure 2.2. Idealized torque-speed curves of induction motor 
under adjustable-frequency control. 
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obtained from the AC motor drive to verify its operation. The results are 
plotted in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. 
In addition, the unit is equipped with a controlled linear 
acceleration/deceleration feature. Upon a positive or negative speed command 
step change, the unit's output frequency ramps linearly to the new value at the 
rate of 4 Hz/s - 40 Hz/s, as set by the user. Figure 2.5 illustrates the 
unloaded motor drive step response when the unit is set for maximum accelera-
tion. The test is performed unloaded because the drive's over-current 
protection typically activates to shut down the unit when large speed command 
step changes are applied with the motor connected. 
The effect of this finite slew rate on the closed-loop system is minimized 
by setting the unit to its maximum slew rate (40 .Hz/s). With appropriate 
controller parameters, experimental closed-loop system responses due to 
realistic disturbances show that 
I:N V 
6t c < 0 • 1 ( 6 • 6 7 s) (2.1) 
where V is the system controller output (AC motor drive input) and 6.67 V/s is 
c 
the output slew rate of the motor drive referred to the input. Since the speed 
command rate of change is small compared to the drive unit slew rate, the linear 
acceleration/deceleration can be neglected. The motor drive unit is then 
described simply by 
W 2 K V 
s c c 
(2.2) 
where ws is the synchronous speed of the motor in mechanical rad/s. 
2.3. Motor 
An induction motor serves as the fan drive motor. The motor nameplate data 
is given in Table 2.3. Since the motor torque-speed characteristic is assumed 
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TABLE 2.3 
INDUCTION MOTOR NAMEPLATE DATA 
HP: 10 
Volts: 230/460 
Amps: 27/13.5 
Hz: 60 
Phase: 3 
RPM: 1750 
13 
to remain unchanged under constant volts per hertz control, a model for the 
motor, once obtained, can be applied at all speeds. 
The model to be developed exploits the fact that the torque-speed curve of 
an induction motor is highly linear in the range where the slip is small [3]. 
From Table 2.3, the full load motor torque is computed from 
T 
e • 
Pshaft 
wm 
(2.3) 
where Pshaft is the mechanical power at the shaft and wm is the motor speed at 
full load. Note that Te represents the shaft torque of electrical origin 
implying that the motor losses are not included. Assuming linearity in K where 
m 
K 
m 
/lT 
e 
the electrical torque expression becomes 
T •K(w - .w) 
e m s .m 
This expression is not verified experimentally because there is no 
available means of measuring motor torque. 
2.4. Fan 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
A 15 in. diameter forward curved fan is used. Figure 2.6 and Table 2.4 
provide the manufacturer's performance data for the fan when it is used in a 
"blow-through" configuration. The Test Facility provides "blow-through" opera-
tion which refers to the fact that the heating and cooling coils are placed 
downstream of the fan (as opposed to "draw-through"). The fan data is provided 
to illustrate the fan performance and use of the fan laws. 
Given a fixed air handling system delivering fixed density air (constant 
%WOCFM), fan laws predict how relative changes occur in flow rate, fan static 
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pressure and brake horsepower with speed change. The applicable fan laws are 
given [5]. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Since BHP is the power required by the fan, the fan torque can be written 
as 
BHP 
Tf •-
wf 
(2.9) 
It follows that for a given air handling system (i.e., constant damper 
position, fixed %WOCFM), the fan laws can be rewritten as 
FSP • KfQ2 (2.10) 
FSP • 2 Kswf (2.11) 
2 
Tf • ~wf (2.12) 
with Kf, Ks, and ~ being functions of %WOCFM. 
From Newton's second law, the dynamic characteristics of the motor-fan co~ 
bination are obtained. A damping torque term Td where 
is included to account for belt drive and bearing. frictional losses. Let 
(2.14) 
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where dm and df are the motor and fan belt pulley diameters. Referring the fan 
to the motor axis gives 
(2.15) 
The electrical torque transients are considered fast relative to the 
mechanical dynamics and are neglected. 
The values of Jm and Jf are provided by the manufacturers leaving B to be 
determined experimentally. 
With the fan inlet sealed, the "coast down" fan speed response is deter-
mined. See Fig. 2.7. The response is obtained by removing the motor electrical 
power and plotting wf(t). 
Initially, it appears that with no flow (Q • 0) the fan torque Tf is zero. 
Then wm(t) would be described by 
where 
and 
-!.t 
J 
e (2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
-t/7 In Fig. 2.7, wf(t) is fitted approximately to an exponential of the forme • 
Since 
J • 0.2694 kg m2 
from Eq. ( 2 .16) , 
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It follows that 
B • 0.0385 N•m/rad/s 
This value for B results in large losses in torque due to friction for 
nominal fan operation. Obviously, this is not physically reasonable. Although 
Q is zero, Tf is not zero because the fan develops static pressure. The 
resulting damping increases B/J and causes the erroneously high B. In addition, 
excessive belt vibration was noted during the test, probably due to the absence 
of a driving torque. Since B has a small effect on the resulting time constant 
of the motor-fan combination, a value of 
B • 0.006 N•m/rad/s 
is estimated. 
Equation (2.15) is rewritten with appropriate substitutions. 
(2.19) 
2.5. Ductwork 
A ductwork model is developed to predict the sensed duct static pressure 
based on fan static pressure and flow rate. 
Referring to Fig. 2.8, an experimental data set of fan 6SP(P2 - P1), duct 
SP(P3), and fan high side pressure (P2) is obtained with flow rate (Q) as a 
parameter. The fan low side pressure (P1) is calculated. Note that the zones 
are referenced to atmospheric pressure. 
Plots of P2 - P3 and P1 versus Q are given in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10. 
Table 2.5 summarizes the data. 
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4.5 s.o 
N 
...... 
Reading I 
1 0.75 
2 1.04 
3 1.25 
4 1.51 
5 1.76 
6 2.00 
7 2.25 
8 2.50 
9 2.75 
10 3.22 
TABLE 2.5 
DUCTWORK SYSTEM DATA 
0.7 -0.05 
0.97 -o.o1 
1.16 -0.09 
1.41 -0.10 
1.63 -0.13 
1.86 -0.14 
2.11 -0.14 
2.35 -0.15 
2.58 -0.17 
3.02 -0.20 
Note: Pressure units • in. H20 
Flow rate units • ft3/min. 
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Q 
0.51 2148 
0.70 2548 
0.83 2816 
0.99 3104 
1.14 3362 
1.28 3599 
1.43 3829 
1.58 4032 
1.70 4232 
1.96 4440 
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In general, the following equation describes the pressure drop of a fluid 
flowing through ductwork [6]. 
where 
f • dimensionless friction factor 
V • velocity 
p • density of fluid 
fL/D • geometry factor 
Assuming constant fL/D and p, and obtaining V from 
v a: Q 
the data can be fitted to the expressions 
2 p2 - P3 • KlQ 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
After algebraic manipulation and substitutions, Eqs. (2.10), (2.21), and (2.22) 
give 
(2.23) 
It should be pointed out that fan static pressure is not equal to the rise 
in static pressure across the fan, as assumed in the above experimental data and 
derivation. By definition [5], 
Fan SP • SP2 - TP1 
where SP2 is the fan high side static pressure and TP1 is the low side total 
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pressure. Fan performance data is published according to this definition. 
Typically, however, in practice 
because SP1 is usually measured in large size duct away from the fan inlet where 
the velocity is relatively lower and the velocity pressure is small. Therefore, 
for experimental purposes and interpretation of the fan data, the assumption is 
made that 
Fan SP • SP2 - SP1 
Figure 2.11 shows the response of the sensed duct SP to a step change in 
V (motor drive input). Although the resulting fan speed change is a ramp due 
c 
to the motor drive unit, the resulting response is sufficiently longer in time 
duration than the ramp to support the assumption that ductwork pressure dynamics 
exist. Pneumatic transmission lines are distributed lags; i.e., resistance and 
capacity are distributed uniformly throughout their entire length. The step 
response, as a result, can be represented as a combination of dead time and 
single capacity of a given ratio. This in turn could be modeled by a network of 
equal interacting time constants [7]. Here, the ductwork is viewed as a 
transmission medium and for simplicity is considered to have a single time 
constant characteristic. 
From Fig. 2.11, the ductwork Tis taken to be • 0.2 s. 
2.6. Pneumatic Tubing/Static Pressure Transducer 
Pneumatic tubing is used to transmit the duct static pressure to the 
electronic pressure (P/E) transducer. This is consistent with what is commonly 
done in practice. Although tubing length and type can vary considerably in 
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Figure 2.11. Duct SP response to AC drive N 
speed command step change. Ul 
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field installations, detailed tube characteristics are not presented. Instead, 
only the tube dynamics of the Test Facility installation is provided. 
Referring to the discussion in Section 2.5, the tubing is also charac-
terized by a first order lag. 
Approximately twenty-five feet of 0.25 in. O.D. polyethylene tubing is 
used. Figure 2.12 shows the tube output in response to a step change in static 
pressure fitted to an exponential. With the tube output approximated by 
p(t) • ~(1 - e-t/0•68 ) (2.25) 
it follows that 
(2.26) 
where 
and 
Kt • P/E gain 
The P/E transducer dynamics are considered fast and are neglected. It 
should be noted that the operable pressure range of the P/E transducer is 
matched to the system. The transducer input pressure range is 0 - 2 in. H2o 
(0 - 10 VDC output) which provides adequate range without compromising 
' sensitivity. 
2.7. Data Acquisition System 
The hardware configuration of the data acquisition system is shown in 
Fig. 2.13. The system implements a digital control algorithm which provides on-
line data acquisition of v (t), w~(t), and v (kT) for each sample interval. 
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Figure 2.12. Pneumatic tubing step response fitted to (1 - e-t/0· 68). 
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Figure 2.13. Data acquisition ·system configuration 
for digital control/data acquisition. 
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The sample and hold voltmeter (effective A/D converter), microcomputer, and 
D/A converter are modeled as a cascaded ideal sampler, digital controller, and 
zero-order hold. By defining 
the digital system block diagram is as shown in Fig. 2.14. Although Fig. 2.14 
is equivalent, the digital controller reads sampled values of vm(t) and compares 
it with VR in software to generate e(kT). 
The controller pr.ovides digital proportional plus integral control utilizing 
trapezoidal integration. The controller transfer function is given using z-
transform notation. 
K1T(z + 1) 
D(z) • Kp + 2(z - 1) 
The zero-order hold transfer function is given by 
-Ts 
G (s) • 1 - e ~ s 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
The controller calculation time of a control response and transmission to 
the D/A is considered short relative to the sample time and is neglected in the 
model. Also neglected is quantization in the data conversion device~, 
corresponding to levels of 10 mV in the A/D and 2.5 mV in the D/A. 
In addition to handling the PI control, the data acquisition system is 
utilized for steady state measurements as well (not shown in Fig. 2.13). The 
quantities of fan static pressure, fan speed, and flow rate are measured before 
and after each experimental run. These values, along with the values of VR' 
V , and V , completely describe the state of the system in equilibrium. 
m c 
Also provided is system "soft start" which brings up the fan speed grad-
ually until the duct SP set point is reached. Flags set from the keyboard 
v (t) 
m 
T 
Figure 2.14. · Block diagram of ideal sampler, digital controller, 
and zero-order hold. 
v (t) 
c 
w 
0 
provide set point changes and controller interruption when desired during the 
experimentation. 
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A listing of the program used, which handles all of the functions described 
above, is given in Appendix A. 
The controller parameter values of Kp' K1 • and T which determine closed-
loop system performance are discussed in Chapter 3. 
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3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
Although both experimentation and computer simulation are available to 
study the system, it is of interest to formulate the problem analytically. 
Then, the contributions of each component to the system dynamics will be fully 
understood. The influence of the PI controller will also be evident. 
3.1. System Linearization 
From Chapter 2, the system equations are provided. 
~ ( t) • _!_ (K K v ( t) - K w ( t) - KhKb2 wm2 ( t) - B wm( t) ] m J mcc mm 
Pd( t) = -1 [K K2 (1 - -1 (K + K ) ) 2( ) T d s b Kf 1 2 wm t (3.2) 
.; (t) 
m 
(3.3) 
The digital PI controller is described by 
KIT 
vc[(k + 1)T] = Kp[e((k + l)T)- e(kT)] +-z [e(kT) + e((k + l)TYl + vc(kT) 
(3.4) 
where 
Note that Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) exhibit w2(t) dependence. A common approach 
m 
to studying a non-linear system is to develop linear perturbation equations 
which describe the system in the neighborhood of a known nominal solution. 
Linear system theory can then be used for system analysis. 
The linearization procedure as described in [8j is trivial in this case. 
Closed form expressions for the system equilibrium points are given with the 
system variables superscripted. 
0 
v -c 
(Km +B) ~ + ~K~~2 
KmKc 
The linearized equations are 
~~m( t) • .!. (K K 6v ( t) J m c c 
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(3.5) 
(3.6) 
]~ (3. 7) ' 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Equation (3.3) remains unchanged. The &-notation is dropped and the system 
equations are given as transfer functions. 
Qm(s) 
KmKc 
-:r-
-
(3.11) 
V (s) 
s + 4-<K + B + 2~1<2 c UJO) J m b m 
2K K2 ° [ l s b~ 1 - _!_ (K + ~) 
Pd(s) 'td Kf 1 
-
(3.12) 
g (s) 1 
m s +-
'td 
Kt 
V (s) 'tt 
m 
-Pd(s) s + 1 {3.13) 
. Tt 
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3.2. Block Diagram 
The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1. The process transfer func-
tion G (s) is defined by p 
and 
V (s) 
H(s) • -m~­Pd(s) 
Since 
D*(s) D( ) I • z T 
z•e s 
from Fig. 3.1., 
and 
* * Pd(s) • E (s) D (s) 
1 -Ts 
- e 
s 
G (s) p 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Taking the pulse transform of Eq. (3.18) after substitution for Pd(s) gives 
* * * * e-Ts)lGpHs(s)l* E (s) • VR(s) - E (s) D (s) (1 - t j (3.19) 
Equation (3.17) is pulse transformed, solved for E*(s), and substituted into 
Eq. (3.19) to give the system pulse transfer function 
fG H(s>l* 
1 + o*(s)(l- e-Ts)[ ps j 
(3.20) 
+ 
* E(s) }( 
1---/~ 
E (s) 
........... D(z) ........... GhO{s) ' / / 
~. 
T 
~~H-(s) J~ 
Figure 3.1. Block diagram of digital control system 
with cascade digital controller. 
/ 
....... G (s) p / Pd(s) 
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Using z-transform notation 
P d ( z) • _n_<_z_> _< 1_-_z_-_~_> _z ... [ ...;;.:.-P ]..___ 
VR(z) [G ] 
1 + D(z)(l - z-1>z :B 
(3.21) 
The analysis is carried out about an equilibrium point chosen in the neigh-
borhood where the experimental runs are performed. The equilibria are given in 
Table 3.1. The resulting transfer functions are 
nm(s) 543.5 
-V (s) s + 29.8 
c 
Pd(s) 24.45 
-n {s) s + 5 
m 
V {s) 
m 0.02955 
-Pd{s) s + 1.47 
G (s)/s is formed and z-transformed with T • 0.1 s to give p 
[
GP(s)] 25.105 z(z + 0.327) 
Z s • (z - 1)(z - o.o508)(z - 0.6065) 
Similarly, 
[
G H{s)] 0.02798 z(z2 + 2.033 z + 0.1814) 
z ps - (z - l)(z - 0.0508)(z - 0.6065)(z - 0.8633) 
The controller transfer function is given by 
KIT - 2Kp 
z + K T + 2K 2K + KIT I p 
D(z) • -P~-.;;... ----~--2 z - 1 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
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TABLE 3.1 
LINEARIZATION EQUILIBRIUM POINT 
SP: 498 Pa J'· m· 122.21 rad/s 
Q: 1.785 m3/s pa= 298.8 Pa 
CAJf: 105.35 rad/s vo. m· 6.00 v 
Kh: 0.001434 ~: 6.60V 
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For convenience, a and b are defined as 
(3.28) 
and 
(3.29) 
The system transfer function becomes-
Pd(z) 25.105a(z + b)(z + 0.327)(z - 0.8633) 
VR(z) • (z - l)(z - 0.0508)(z - 0.6065)(z - 0.8633) 
+ 0.02798a(z + b)(z2 + 2.033 z + 0.1814) (3.30) 
3.3. Controller Design 
The analysis given in Section 3.2 warrants discussion. The motor-fan com-
bination time constant is very small (0.034s). Curiously, the feedback T 
(tubing • 0.68 s) is dominant compared with the remaining process T 
(ductwork • 0.2s). These values result in z-transform terms of the form 
z 
-t/ T 
z - e 
which correspond to open-loop poles in the z-plane as follows: 
Motor-fan: e-29 •8T • 0.0508 
Ductwork: e-ST • 0.6065 
Tubing: e-1•47T • 0.8633 
The PI controller generates a pole at z • 1, necessary for zero steady state 
error, and an arbitrary zero at -b. The choice of KP and KI must be made 
appropriately to insure stability and proper system response. 
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It is not of immediate interest to provide an in-depth study of Eq. (3.30) 
for various values of Kp and KI. It is known that asymptotic stability exists 
if and only if the roots of the characteristic equation all lie inside the unit 
circle lzl < 1 [9]. The implementation of the PI control can be expected to 
move the z ·• 1 pole in from the unit circle along the real axis. This term will 
likely dominate the system response for small KP and KI since the remaining 
poles are relatively "faster." 
The performance goals of the system are not explicitly defined in the usual 
sense. The controller sbould minimally provide PI capability to eliminate 
steady state error due to constant disturbances and set point step changes. 
However, the control loop does not have strict requirements with regard to 
dynamic regulation such as fast recovery and settling time. In fact, a noncon-
servative design would likely ~esult in a system too sensitive to normal 
pressure disturbances in the ductwork and cause needless actuation of the physi-
cal components involved. 
For these rea~ons, the ''design" of the controller is passed by and the per-
formance of the system is tested over a range of values of Kp and KI. A sample 
time of 0.1 s is chosen for the digital controller and remains fixed throughout 
the testing. 
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4. COMPUTER SIMULATION 
4.1. Advanced Continuous Simulation Language 
The computer simulation study utilizes the Advanced Continuous Simulation 
Language (ACSL) package. The language has been developed expressly for the pur-
pose of modeling systems described by time dependent, nonlinear differential 
equations [10]. In addition, discrete time processes (such as sampled data 
controllers) can be modeled and interfaced with continuous time processes. See 
[10] for a complete description of the language capabilities and use. 
The model definition program is broken into explicit code blocks and is 
exercised according to the flow chart shown in Fig. 4.1. The initial block pro-
vides assignment and calculation of the system constants and initial conditions. 
The dynamic block contains the model describing the system dynamics. The deri-
vative section contains the continuous time process and the discrete section 
(not shown) implements the digital control being executed at the specified 
sample tate. Reports of the system variables are provided at time intervals set 
by the value of CINT (communication interval). The integration routine is 
selectable; the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is chosen. The calculation 
time step used in the integration is adjustable in terms of CINT (default 
value • 0.1 CINT is used). 
·4.2. System Simulation 
The simulation studies are based exactly upon data that is obtained from 
the experimental runs actually made. Two types of system responses are studied: 
step changes in controller set point and in %WOCFM (zone damper position 
change). 
The controller set point change is implemented as follows. Measured ini-
tial values of Q, FSP, and wf and ~ (estimated from fan data) are input to the 
program, and the equilibrium point of the system is calculated. Values of Ks 
INITIAL 
INITIAL 
CODE 
BlOCK 
FROM 
EXECUTIVE 
ON START 
}---- ---
END ~----~----~ 
DYNAMC }- ----
END 
STOP- FALSE . 
DYNAMC 
CODE 
ILOCK 
TERMINAL 
CODE 
ILOCK 
STATE HAS INITIAL COND-
ITIONS TRANSfERRED AND 
DEIIVATivt ROUTINE IS 
USED TO EVALUATE 
DERIVATIVES ONCE READY 
FOR DATA LOGGING 
DERIVATIVE { 
END 
Figure 4.1. Main program loop of ACSL model. [10] 
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and Kf are calculated and used throughout the run. Small discrepancies between 
experimental and simulation values of v and v will be noted which is due to 
m c . 
the imperfect modeling. The loop disturbance is created by a step change in VR. 
The %WOCFM change is accomplished similarly. The equilibrium point is 
calculated from initial values as discussed above. Final values of Q, FSP, and 
wf are required in addition so that the final values of Ks and Kf can be calcu-
lated. The .final ~ (est.) is provided explicitly. Since Ks, Kf, and~ are 
functions of %WOCFM, a change in their values effectively simulates a change in 
the zone damper position. A conditional statement is simply inserted in the 
program to change the values at the desired time, thus creating the disturbance. 
Appendix B provides a listing of the model definition computer program used 
for simulation of set point changes. 
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5. TEST RESULTS 
Refer to Table 5.1 for an overview of the test results to be presented. A 
moderate range of controller parameters are used; all yield an overdamped 
response. Detailed test and simulation results are presented for runs IJ't, 15, 
18, and #9. Response time constants will be provided for the remaining runs. 
Section 5.3 provides simplified analysis of the control loop. 
5.1. Experimental Results 
The experimental results will be presented as follows. A tabulation of the 
initial and final system values will be included for each of the five runs along 
with plots of vm(kT) and vc(kT). As indicated previously, ~(t) is sampled and 
recorded during controller operation, but the response of wf(t) is essentially 
proportional to vc(t) for the transients studied here. Thus, wf(t) is not of 
interest and is omitted. Figs. 5.1 - 5.4 illustrate the experimental results. 
5.2. Simulation Results 
The simulation results are given in Figs. 5.5 - 5.8. Steady state tabula-
tion of the system. variables are provided as with the experimental data. The 
final values given on the data sheets represent the new equilibrium point which 
may not be exactly equal to the values obtained from the simulation at t • TMAX 
(end of ACSL run). Plots of vc(t), pd(t), and vm(t) are provided so that co~ 
parisons can be made with the experimental data. Note that the experimental 
value of .pd(t) is inaccessible during a transient with the existing system con-
figuration. 
Some discrepancy may be noted between the experimental hot deck flow rate 
and the sum of the flow rates measured at zones one and two. It is likely that 
leakage occurs in zones three and four since the VAV dampers do not provide 
positive shut-off. This unfortunately creates an anomaly with regard to the 
simulation since the flow rate is a required initial condition. An involved 
resolution to this is not attempted and the "flow rate" is taken to be the hot 
deck measurement. 
TABLE 5.1 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL TES~S 
I Kp Initial VR(V) Set Point Change (V) 
1 0.034 0.05 5.0 0.5 
2 0.068 0.1 5.0 0.5 
3 0.1 0.1 5.0 0.5 
4 0.1 0.15 5.0 0.5 
5 0.02 0.03 6.5 0.5 
6 0.034 0.05 6.5 0.5 
7 0.1 0.1 6.5 0.5 
8 0.034 0.05 5.5 * 
9 0.1 0.15 5.5 * 
* + Step in %WOCFM 
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5.3. Analysis 
It is of interest to determine the system response analytically and to co~ 
pare the results with the experimental and simulation data. For simplicity, the 
influence of both the motor-fan time constant (0.035 s) and the ductwork time 
constant (0.2 s) is neglected. Then, G (s) becomes a constant defined as K. p . 
The system transfer function for runs 11, #2, #4, 15, and 16 becomes simply 
aK(z + b) 
-------~~~~----z - 1 + 0.0027480 aK (5.1) 
since the chosen ratio of KP:K1 (0.68) cancels the feedback pole at z • 0.8633 
due to the pneumatic tubing. K can be computed from the initial system values 
using Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). Applying a unit step VR(z) in Eq. (5.1) 
corresponds to an inverse z-transform of Pd(z) of the form 
where 
e-T/T • 1 - 0.0027480 aK 
Solving for T in Eq. (5.3) gives 
-T 
T • -t.n--( l~--o~.~o-o2~7~4""!!!""so~aK"""""""") 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
The time constant T is associated with the sampled exponential in Eq. (5.2). 
A similar procedure is carried out for runs #3 and 17. There is no can-
cellation of the pole at z • 0.8633 which results in a second order transfer 
function Pd(z)/VR(z). For an approximate analysis, it can be shown that the 
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smaller root of the characteristic equation is sufficiently different in magni-
tude from the dominant root to be considered negligible. The T associated with 
the larger root is considered separately. 
Table 5.2 summarizes the analysis discussed above along with results of the 
experimentation and simulation. The experimental time constants are obtained 
graphically from vc(kT) by removing the initial step due to the proportional 
control term and measuring the T of the remaining response. It is sufficient to 
measure vc(kT) as an approximation to pd(kT). Although runs #8 and #9 repre-
sent changes in %WOCFM, the time constant of the recovery is obtained by using 
Eq. (5.4) with K calculated from the final conditions. The time constant of the 
simulation is obtained directly from pd(t). 
5.4. Discussion 
Table 5.2 illustrates the high degree of accuracy that has been obtained 
with the model. The predicted dynamic response of the simulation is con-
sistently close to the measured experimental values. Good steady state verifi-
cation is demonstrated as well. As might be expected, the analysis predicts 
values of T that are slightly larger than both the experimental and simulation 
values. 2 This is likely due to the fact that the influence of the term FSP • wf 
has been linearized. In addition, ·the second pole in runs #3 and #7 has been 
neglected which would cause the calculated T to be higher than the true T. the 
simulacion appears to be biased to give slightly faster response than the 
experiment which could be due to an imperfect model of one or more of the system 
components or simply because the T of vc(kT) is measured and compared to pd(t). 
Overall, however, the res~lts are very good. The accuracy that has been 
attained can be attributed to two important factors. The chosen range of 
controller KP and KI result in responses dominated almost solely by the 
controller. The dynamics of the system process remain relatively insignificant 
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TABLE 5.2 
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 
Tpd Tv Trd K (analysis) (experfment) (simu ation) 
1 84.46 11.75 11.2 10.8 
2 83.50 5.92 5.7 5.4 
3 84.12 6.24 5.7 5.4 
4 84.68 3.95 3.8 3.6 
5 96.36 17.51 17.4 15.4 
6 95.92 10.34 10.0 9.2 
7 96.65 5.48 5.4 5.0 
8 88.8 11.18 10.6 10.5 
9 88.18 3.79 3.5 3.6 
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for these controller parameters. In addition, it is recognized that the 
preliminary component level testing is a somewhat ideal approach to the modeling , 
problem. When justified, components are tested before incorporation into the 
system model. This serves to characterize those portions of the system that may 
present complicated theoretical problems as well as to verify the correct 
operation of simpler components. 
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6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The performance of the digital static pressure control loop has been sue-
cessfully simulated on the computer and demonstrated experimentally. As 
discussed in Section 5.4, the chosen range of controller parameters results in 
overdamped responses dominated by the controller. Field testing and evaluation 
of an actual system may give insight into an appropriate choice of PI control. 
No attempt has been made to deal with the presence of flow noise introduced 
into the pressure sensor. The controller provides some attenuation of the noise 
due to small K • However, the effect of the remaining noise on the AC motor p 
drive and subsequent system is of concern. This, along with a study of sy~tem 
performance sensitivity to sample rate, is left for future study. 
The utilization of an AC motor drive for fan speed control provides the 
opportunity to adjust the drive unit output voltage to achieve maximum motor 
efficiency at each frequency setting. Unlike the other means of static pressure 
control that are available (inlet guide vanes, mechanical variable speed 
drives), an AC motor drive can be implemented with a minimum energy function 
with relative ease. 
A final word as to the practical question of selecting a proper pressure 
sensor location and controller set point value. To reiterate, the static 
pressure should be measured at a representative point in the supply duct. 
Locating such a point may not be straightforward, particularly in a large system 
with more than one main feed. Similarly, the value of the set point should 
represent the minimum pressure, if maintained, such that no zone will be starved 
for air [2]. The use of multiple sensors and set point reset schemes could be 
considered to improve system performance and efficiency. 
APPENDIX A 
DIGITAL PI CONTROLLER PROGRAM LISTING 
0: ·~tGITAL PI CCNTROL•: 
1: dim R,Q,K,T,A,B,B,D,T$(15),C$(40],A[600],B[6CO) ,C[600] 
2: cHill A$(15] ,D$[15],F$(10],P.$[3) ,E$(25) 
3: dim F(l5l 
4: dim U$ [ ll 
5: di~ s [4] 
6: ail: Dl 31 
7: ail: M$(3] ,X$[1) 
8: wrt 724,.T2FlR3• 
9: tmt l,.A03,0,•,f6.0 
10: asp ••**** DIGI~AL PI CONTROL *****• 
11: ent ••,u 
12: asp •s&T *sfgO•tO:fO LEAVES LOOP• 
13: ent •• ,tJ 
14: dsp •sET *sfg5•fS:fS CHANCES sp• 
15: ent ••,u 
16: •MENv•:ent •M&NU:c,s,ss,e,v,pl,pr,es,ra,stp•,M$ 
17: if M$••a•,•••M$;gsb •o&FINE• 
18: if Ms••s•,••·MSJgsb •sLrw• 
19: if M$••sa•;•••M$;gsb •sYSTEM-SCAN• 
20: if M$••e•,•••M$Jgto •sTART• 
21: if M$••v•;•••M$J98b •vtEW• 
22: if M$••cs•;•••M$J9Sb •covER-5BBET• 
23: if M$••ra•,•••M$rgsb •aUN-5tJMMARt• 
24: if M$••pr•;•••M$J9Sb •PRINT• 
25: it M$••pl•;•••M$;gto •PLOTTER• 
26: it M$••t•;•••M$798b •TIME• 
27: if M$••1•;••·~$;gab •LOG• 
28: it M$••n•,•••M$JWtb 715,12 
29: if M$••atp•;•••M$:gsb •SToP• 
30a gto •MENu• 
31: •s'fART•: 
32: •t.C. 's•:O•XrM•OJO•K 
33: fat 2, a.ro•, f5. o 
34: wrt 712.2,T 
35: •LooP•:it flgOJefg O;wrt 712,•Too•,c•D(3];gto ·~~Nu• 
36: if flgSrefg SJgsb •cHANG&• 
37: rea 724 ,M 
38: K+l•lrM•A(K) 
39: D-... £ 
40& A*I•P 
41: D*.OOOl*T-.OOOl*T*(M+0)/2+X•N 
42: N•X:M.O 
43: B*!I•I 
44: P+l+D [ 31.C;C•6 (K] 
45: fat l,.A03,0,• ,£6.0 
46: wrt 712.l,lOOO*C 
4 7: wr t 70 3 , •t • 
48: rea 703,C(K] 
49: gto •LooP• 
SO: 
51: •CHANGE•: 
52: D•D(l) 
53: S(l]+D•D 
54: D•D[2] 
55: ret 
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56: •sYSTEM-SCAN •: 
57: asp ••• SYSTE~ SCAN ••• 
58: ent ••,u 
59: ent •i or t(initial or final)?•,us 
60: wrt 7 22, •r l.RJT ~'1'3 • 
61: flat 9 ,fz2. 0 
62: •sCAN•: 
63: c:ll 'REAC'(32,r96) 
64: c:ll 'READ'(O,rlOO) 
6 5: c:ll 'READ' ( 1, rlO 1) 
66: c:ll 'REAC'(2,rl02) 
67: c:ll 'FAN SFEEC'(r9S) 
68: c:lr 710 
69: if us••i•,gsb •tNtT• 
70: if U$••t•Jgsb •FINAL• 
71: ret 
72: 
73: •R£Ac•: 
74: wrt 710.9,pl 
75: O•p2 
76: O•p3 
77: tor 1•1 to 100 
78: trg 722 
79: wait 50 
80: rea 722,p3 
81: p3+p2•p2 
82: next I 
83: p2/l00•p2 
84: it pla0:1(p2(2/l0)/l.831)*6400•p2:ret 
85: it pl•32Jret 
86: if pl•l:~(p2*(2/5)/l.l95)*1600•p2;ret 
87: if pl•2J~(p2*(2/5)/l.l95)*1600•p2:ret 
88: if pl•3J~(p2*(2/5)/l.l95)*1600•p2:ret 
89: it pl•4;1(p2* (2/5)/1.195) *16'00•p2J ret 
90: •rAN SPEEc•: 
91: O•pl 
92: O•p2 
93: for 1•1 to 100 
94: wrt 703,•1• 
9 s : reo 70 3 , p2 
96: p2+~1·pl 
97: next I 
98: pl/100~1 
99: l/pl*l6•p1 
100: ret 
101: •tNIT•: 
102: r100•F (1] 
103: r96•f[3] 
104: r98.P [51 
lOS: rlOl.P (7] 
106: rl02•P [9) 
107: rl 03•F [ 11] 
108: r104.P (13] 
109: ret 
110: •FINAL•: 
111: rl00•F[2] 
112: r96•P [ 4) 
113: r98•F[6] 
114: rl0l•F(8) 
115: rl02•P ( 10) 
116: r103•P { 12] 
117: rl04•f(l4) 
116: ret. 
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119: •RuN-SO~~ARY•: 
120: asp ••• RON-SUMMARY ••• 
121: ent ••,o 
122: fmt 1,8x,•RCiN SUI<\MARY• ,z 
123: tmt 2,8x,• • 
124: ~t J,•sA~2LE TIME(s): •,3x,f6.3 
12 5: tm t 4 , •~tp: • , 3 X, f 6 • 3 
126: fmt 5,~lti: •,3x,f6.3 
127: '-itt 715.1 
126: '-itb 715,13 
129: wrt 715.2 
130: wtb 715,10,10 
131: wrt 715.3,T*.0001 
132: wr t 715.4 ,A 
133: wrt 715.5,c 
134: ret 
135: •coVER-SHEET•: 
136: dsp ••• COVER SHEET PRINTEP. ••• 
137: ent ••,u 
136: tzt l,60x,•FAN EXPERIMENT DATA• 
139: tmt 2,lOx,•vA~IA8LES•,3ox,•zNITIAL•,15x,•FINAL•,25x,•sx UNITS•,z 
140: fmt 3,10x,• •,30x,• •,15x,• •,25x,• • 
141: wrt 715.1 -
142: wtb 715,10,10 
143: wrt 715.2 
144: wtb 715,13 
145: wrt 715.3 
146: wtb 715,10,10 
147: fmt l,.FAN STATIC P~ESSORE (in.water): •,sx,2f20.2,2f20.1,5x,•cpa)• 
148: tmt 2,.FAN SPEED (rpm): •,sx,2f20.1,2f20.2,5x,•crad/s)• 
149: tmt 3,•aoT DECK FLOW (cfm): •,sx,2f20.1,2f20.3,5x,•cm·3/s)• 
150: fmt 4,•ouCT SP SET POINT (volta): •,sx,2f20.3 
151: fmt s,•ouCT STATIC PRESSURE (volts): •,5x,4f20.3 
152: tmt 6,•zo~E 1 FLOft (cfm): •,5x,2f20.1,2f20.3,5x,•c~·3/s)• 
153: tmt 7,•zoNE 2 FLO~ (cfm): •,5x,2f20.1,2f20.3,5x,•c~·3/s)• 
154: tmt a,•zcNE 3 FLO~ (cfm): •,5x,4f20.3,5x,•c~·3/E)• 
155: tmt g,•zoNE 4 FLO~ (cfm): •,5x,4f20.3,5x,•cm·3/s)• 
156: tmt 9,.CONTROLLE~ OUT (vclta): •,5x,2f20.3 
157: wrt 71S.l,F(3},F(4],F[3]*248.84,F(4}*248.84 
158: wtb 715,10 
159: wr t 715.3 ,r l 11 ,r 121 ,r (1) /2118.8 ,r ( 21/2118.88 
160: wtb 715,10 
161: wrt 715.2,F(S} ,F[6] ,F[S]*2*3.141593/60,F[6)*2*3.141593/60 
162: · wtb 715,10 
163: wrt 715.4,0[1] ,o [2) 
164: wtb 715,10 
165: wrt 715.5,A{l) ,A[K) 
166: wtb 715,10 
167: wrt 715.9,B[l),B(lt) 
168: wtb 715,10 
169: wrt 715.6 ,F {7] ,F {8] ,F [7)/2118.88,F [8) /2118.88 
17(;: wtb 715,10 
171: wrt 715.7,P[9],F(lO),F(9]/2118.86,F{10)/2118.88 
172: ret 
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173: •stEw•:a&p •sLEW TO S.P.PR£SSURE••,o,•v• 
174: ent ••,u 
17~: ent . •PRESS e TO EXIT SLEW ROUTINt•,x$ 
176: if X$••e•,•••x$rret 
177: asp •cONTINUE ~B!N R£ACt• 
178: ent ••,u 
179: wrt 724,.T3• 
160: o.c 
181: •sL1•:wrt 724,.T3•rred 724,M 
182: it M>•Dr9tC •sL2• 
163: C+.01< 
164: tmt 1,.A03,0,•,f6.~ 
165: wrt 712.1,1000*C 
166: wait 100 
167: 9tc •sL1• 
188: •sL2•:wrt 724,.T2• 
189: C•L( 3] 
19C: a~ •*** SLE~ CO~PLET£ ***• 
151: ent ••,u 
192: ret 
193: •vtt~•:asp •vi~ PARAMETERS:• 
194: ent ••,u 
195: fxa 4 
196: asp •xp.•,A 
197: ent ••,o 
198: cap •~tt•• ,B 
199: ent ••,o 
20C: asp •T••,T•.0001,•a• 
201: ent ••,u 
2o2: txa o 
203: asp •K•.,l 
204: ant ••,u 
205: fxa 2 
206: dap •a;M-•,16/C(K] 
207: ent ••,u 
208: asp •coNTROLLER Otn'•• ,C 
209: ent ••,u 
210: asp •sTATIC PRESSORE••,M,&vo1ts• 
211: ent ••,u 
212: asp •stT POINT••,o,•vo1ts• 
213: ent ••,u 
214: asp •sET POINT CBANGE••,s[1) 
215: ent ••,u 
216a ret 
217: •otFINE•:ent •oEPINE PARAMETERS:•,o 
218: ant •KP•?•,A 
219: ent •Kt•?•,s 
220: ent •T(*.0001a)•?•,T 
221: ent •stT POINT PRESSURE IN VCLTS•?•,o 
222: ent •sET POINT CBANGE(vo1ts)?•,s[1) 
223: D•D(1) 7D•D(2) 
224: ret 
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225: •sTOP•:cap •sroP ROUTINE: PRESS CONTINUE• 
226: ent ••,u · 
227: •s1•:if C<OJCJtO •s3• 
228: fat 1,.A03,0,•,f6.0 
229: wrt 712.1,1000*C 
230a c-.01.CJ~ait 100 
231: 9to •s1• 
232a •s3•: O•C:wrt 712.1, 1000*C 
233: asp •••• STOP COMPLETE •••• 
234: ent •• ,tJ 
235: ret 
236: •LCG•:asp •••* DATA LOGGER •••• 
237: ent ••,u 
238: ent •sTORE IN DATA PILE t?•,R 
239: er.t •TRAC~ t?•,g 
2401 bd 0 
241: dap •DATA FILE:•,R,•TRAC~:•,c 
242: ent ••,u 
243: ref R,R,Q,K,T,A,B,H,D,T$,C$,A(*] ,B(*] ,C(*] 
244: trk o 
245: aap •••• DATA STORED •••• 
246: ent •• ,u 
247: ret 
248: ·~tME•:asp •READ TlMEa PRESS COHTINOE• 
249: ent ••,o 
250: wrt 712,•To•,red 712,T$ 
251: 4ap ••••* TIME READ COMPLE'l'B ••••• 
252a ent ••,u 
253: asp •oAT£ 'TIME:•,T$ 
254a ent •• ,tJ 
255a ret 
256: •paurr•: 
257: dap •••• PRINTER ROO~INE •**• 
2581 ent ••,o 
2591 tat 2,2x,•K•,4x,•s.P. TRANSDOCER(volts)•,lOz,z 
260: fat 3,•coN~ROLLER OUTPOT(volta)•,loz,z 
261: fat 4,•fAN SPtED(rpm)•,10z 
262: tat 5,f3.0,2z,f13.3,22z,fl3.3,13z,f16.1 
2631 wtb 715,10,10 
2641 wrt 715.2Jwrt 715.3Jwrt 715.4 
265: wtb 715, lO 
266: for I•l to K 
267: wrt. 715.5 rl-l,A (I 1, B (I 1 ,C (I) *60/ ( 2*3.141593) 
2681 next I 
2691 ret 
270: •pLO'M'ER•: 
271a dap ••• CONTINO£ LOADS PLOTTER ••• 
272: ent ••,o 
273: ldf 10 
274: atp 
275a end 
*15745 
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APPENDIX B 
ACSL MODEL PROGRAM LISTING 
/TYPE,PLIST 
1 *********ADVANCED COUTINOOUS SIMUL~TION LANGUAGE*******·** 
ACSL TRANSLATOR VE~SION 1 LEVEL 8D 84/08/16. 22.06.09. PAGE 1 
PROGRAM DIGITAL SP CO~TROL (SET POINT CHANGE) 
•pt CONTROLLER• 
KP • o.o~ 
Kl • 0.03 
•sPECIFY SYSTEM• 
KB • 0.001434 
Q • 1.832 
FANSP • 544.9 
OMEGF • 109.11 
•st~ruLATION PARAMETERS• 
TMAX • 30 
CIN'l' • 0.2 
INITIAL 
CONSTANT KC•18.85 
CONSTANT KM•7.768 
CONSTANT KB•0.862 
CONSTANT B.0.0060,J•0.2694 
CONSTANT KT•0.020093 
CONSTANT 11•50.89 
CONSTANT K2•11.64 
CONSTANT T2•0. 68 
CONSTANT T1•0.20 
•CALCULATE VAlUABLE IC "s• 
KS • FANSP/OMEGF**2 
lF • FANSP/0**2. 
OLDI • 0.0 
DSPIC • FANSP*(1-(1/KF)*(K1+K2)) 
VMlC • CSPIC * lT 
VREF • VMIC 
OLDVM • VMIC 
OMGMIC • OMEGP /KB 
TORQF • KB * OMEGF**2 
TORQE • TORQF + B * OMGMIC 
OMEGS • (TORQE/KM) + OMGMIC 
VCIC • OMEGS/KC 
VCONT • VCIC 
VMEAS • VREF 
END 
DYNAMIC 
$•MOTOR DRIVE• 
s•MOTOR TORQUE CHAR• 
s•PULLEY DIAMETER RATIO• 
s•oAMPING ' INERTIA• 
$•PRESSURE TRANSDUCER• 
s•soPPLY DUCTWORK CONST• 
s•RETURN DUCTWORK CONST• 
s•TuBING TIME CONST• 
s•DUC'l'wORK TIME CONST• 
$ •rAN CURVE PARAMETER• 
s•rAN CURVE PARAMETER• 
s•x ' <-1>T· 
s•ooCT STATIC PRESSURE• 
$•MEASURED DUCT sp• 
s•DoCT SP SET POINT• 
$ •v•1EAS @ ( -1) T• 
s•MOTOR SPEED• 
s•FAN TORQUE• 
$•ELECTRICAL TORQUE• 
s•sYNCBRONOUS SPtEo• 
s•PI CONTROLLER OuT• 
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C'YNAMIC 
DEI\IVATIVE 
o.-.E.GS • JtC * VCON'l 
1 *********ACVANCED CON~INUOUS SIMUL~TlON LANGUAGE********* 
ACSL TRANSLATO~ VEPSION 1 LEVEL 80 84/08/16. 22.06.09. PAGE 2 
TORQE • JtM * (OMEGS - OM£GM) 
OMEGF • JtB * OMECM 
TORQF • ICB * OMEGF**2 
O~ZG~ • 1NTEG(1/J * (TORQE- TORQF- B * OMEGM),OMGMIC) 
FANSP • KS * OMEGF**2 
DCTSP • INTEG(1/T1*(FANSP*(1-(1/IF}*(Jt1+K2))-DCTSP} ,DSPIC) 
VMEAS • INTEG ( 1/T 2* ( n' * tCTSP - VMEAS) , VMIC) 
END 
DISCRETE 
INTERVAL DTSAMP • 0.1 
PROCEDURAL (VCONT • VREF,VMEAS) 
P • KP * (VREF- ~MLAS + .S*STEP(.S)) 
I • (VREF+.S*STEP(.S))*CTSAMP- DTSAMP*(V~S + OLDVM)/2 + OLOI 
VCONT • P + Kl * I + VCIC 
OLCVM • VMEAS 
END 
OLDI • I 
Et-1:) 
UD 
TERM'l'(T.GE.'l'MAX) 
END 
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